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[u-bit #19200204]
2002-5-2
16:00:15 2) <continued from 1X52>
(N) China: Yangtze
Mongolian men riding horses on plain, horses grazing, woman
And Mongolia
putting stuffed skin of calf next to cow, woman milking cow,
1930s
views of dog and woman wearing ornaments in front of tents
[sound-English
throwing spoonfuls of first milk onto ground for the gods
narration]
16:01:20
wedding ceremony - bride and best friend riding up to tent, family
drinking inside tent, best man tying up horses, bride being blindfolded,
bride being led into tent, bride meeting groom, snuff boxes being
passed hand to hand between members of families, CS girl, men drinking
from small cups, groom leaving tent, SILHOUETTE of couple and another
person walking toward sunset
16:02:42
Japanese flags flying outside building, views of troops in city with
rifles and machine guns, LS man riding horse across horizon, Mongolian
man arriving at encampment, views of men in tent discussing crisis
-16:04:11 of attacks by Japanese <some decomp>

2002-6-9
16:04:14 1) three native men stacking pieces of wood, pile of pieces of wood
(N) India: People
-16:11:24 burning near water, view from moving boat on Ganges? River
Master R 3
of elaborately carved buildings, men riding elephants, elephants
eating, men on backs of elephants leading them into water, men on
backs of swimming elephants rubbing the backs of their necks with
sticks, men posing next to their elephants, elephant swinging his trunk
back and forth, man painting elaborate design on head of elephant,
views of men preparing elephants for ceremonial parade, elaborately
decked out elephant in procession, four elephants without tusks walking,
small and large elephants with tusks about to enter river, building, people
on merry-go-round, people at center of spinning disk until gravity forces
them all off, PAN of group of men laughing, CS native girl smiling, PAN
across people in elaborate costumes, CSs ring being held in fingers, people
dancing on large float in procession, camels being led along path by building,
MLS large group of people on riverbank with people in boats in background,
MCS elaborately carved building, many people gathered in plaza seen through
SUPERIMPOSED wire fence, procession, large group of people dressed in
white bowing down in plaza, people sitting and holding up umbrellas being
sprayed by man with water from hose, “Festival Of Juggernaut - Amazing
Scenes At Puri On Occasion Of Great Annual Tribute To The ‘Lord Of The
World’ - India”, LS elaborately carved buildings, men in front of building,
procession, Taj Mahal
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2)

(N) 1424-4-2
<original source:

16:11:26
-16:12:26

views of mass demonstrations and parade in streets, banner:
“Boycott British Motor Cars And Goods - Motor Accessories &
Petrol Dealers.”

(N) India: Boycott
of British Goods
1930/31
[sound]

16:12:28
-16:13:06

“Gandhi Attends The Round Table Parley On India”
- Gandhi arriving in auto clad in his homespun clothes for London
conference at St. James Palace, views of other Indian delegates
dressed in western clothes, Gandhi leaving building and getting into
auto (ca. 1930/31) [Kinograms]

(N) Gandhi
[sound-narration]

16:13:09 3) HA street scene, views of people in streets with man and child
(N) India: Riots
-16:14:50 riding bull, man eating, group of women and children sitting
[sound-narration]
and boy drinking water from jug, views of shop owners closing
their stores, front cover of journal: “For Muslim Friends - For
My Critics - To Every Japanese - Gandhiji - The Millstone - M.D.”,
crowds assembling in streets, police carrying sticks, police on horses,
CSs people at mass meeting applauding, MCS man speaking, CS man
applauding, barbed wire between police and crowd, people running
through streets, CS broken glass, rioters throwing something onto
street, British colonist walking past policemen with bandaged head
and bloodied shirt, policemen in streets with rifles and machine gun
(1943)

16:14:52 4) soldiers next to tank in city street firing rifles, soldiers on bridge
(S) Wars/Conflicts:
-16:15:52 looking at smoke arising above houses in distance, man and woman
China/Japan -2walking along rural road with soldiers carrying rifles and pistol,
soldiers running on city street toward sandbag barricade, soldiers
running past tank, armored auto along street, soldiers running on
street, quick view from inside tank of soldier firing machine gun,
views of soldiers in street firing small cannon, house on fire, soldier
driving motorcycle with side car along road, smoke on distant horizon,
soldier looking through binoculars, views of soldiers firing artillery
guns, LSs smoke arising from buildings
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16:15:54 5) views of civilians being frisked, view from city street of three
-16:19:10 airplanes flying overhead, bomb exploding, people running in
street
16:16:19

people carrying belongings in street with one woman
falling down

16:16:32

airplanes overhead, explosions, buildings on fire, man laying in
street firing gun up at airplanes, views of large crowd walking
along street, buildings on fire, two mud caked boys standing in
street, young man having his head bandaged, buildings on fire,
MCSs soldiers in brush firing rifles, soldiers behind sandbag
barricade with bayonets on rifles, views of soldiers and tanks
on city streets, views of men putting bandages on other men,
soldiers on horses along street with man holding Japanese flag,
tanks with Japanese flags along ruined street, building on fire,
soldiers frisking civilians on street, many people running along
street, policemen hitting people in crowd holding their belongings

(S) Wars/Conflicts:
China/Japan -3[also see below
16:22:49-16:23:35]
[also on 1X54
17:00:45-17:58]

16:19:11 6) LS buildings in Nanking on fire with much smoke, PAN across
(N) War: Japan/China
-16:21:58 smoke to view of sun behind smoke, soldier carrying Japanese
Nanking &
flag, many Japanese soldiers walking in streets, CS Japanese general,
Shanghai
CS soldier waving Japanese flag, some Chinese on side of road
[section]
applauding Japanese soldiers marching along road, bottom half of
[sound-with
tattered U.S. flag flying above Japanese soldiers marching in street,
narration]
soldiers marching in street with artillery gun past dead person laying
in middle of street, more soldiers and horse-drawn carts along street,
tanks along street, soldiers digging, PAN down from Japanese flags
flying over building to street filled with dead bodies, Red Cross workers
carrying coffins, woman carrying containers over her shoulder, man
showing wound to his face, wounded men laying around, street littered
with dead and mangled bodies, wounded cow in street, woman holding
child crying next to dead body (released in January, 1938)
Note: copyright and renewed by Paramount News - additional
clearances must be obtained from Sherman Grinberg

16:22:00 7) HA LS troops marching on drill ground in Canton, soldiers
(N) War: Japan/China
-16:22:47 marching, soldiers laying an ground aiming rifles, views of soldiers
(1937) -2marching, soldiers digging trenches, women soldiers being shown
[sound-narration]
how to wear gas masks, children being led into underground shelter
1X53 -416:22:49 8) building on fire, old man and woman carrying their belongings,

(N) Wars/Conflicts:

-16:23:35
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woman carrying two babies, MCS desperately hungry crowd,
baby in basket, baby being carried in basket, women trying to
escape with their belongings, baby laying all alone on ground,
mother holding crying baby, people in crowd holding out their arms
while begging for food, bomb exploding on houses, building on fire,
three airplanes flying overhead, building on fire, people running
along street

16:23:37 9) CS bombs dropping from under wing of airplane, views of people
-16:24:19 and animals on ground suffering from bombing by Japanese on
Chinese town of Ku Pei Ko - wounded being carried on stretchers
along streets, men carrying belongings in containers balanced over
their shoulders, Chinese soldiers in retreat, wounded donkey
limping along street

Japan/China 1931
[sound-narration]
[also see above
16:15:54-16:19:10]

(N) Wars/Conflicts
Japan/China (1931)
[sound-narration]

2002-7-1
16:24:21 1) views of armored tanks and trucks along road and across river,
(N) Wars/Conflicts:
-16:32:44 soldiers looking at map on table, CSs soldiers firing rifles, Chinese
[silent]
writing on stakes in foreground and buildings in background, alley
Japan/China 1938
between rural houses, view of men looking up into sky, flag on boat
China Army R1
at pier, views of people and boats at pier, men at outdoor table
counting money, man gesturing in foreground with other men in
background, views of men walking across river, soldiers walking by
house, armored truck along road, soldiers marching and other
soldiers laying on ground aiming rifles on tripods, soldiers carrying
equipment over rubble, views of female soldiers aiming rifles while
sitting down and standing up, CS two female soldiers speaking to
each other, CS female soldier speaking commands to female troops,
female troops in formation with rifles, female troops marching with
rifles, male troops at attention in long line, soldier giving pieces
of paper to peasants, soldiers at outdoor table, views of people
walking across river and people pulling boats loaded with soldiers
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16:32:45 1) “Shanghai Under Threat” - HA LS city street and tall buildings,
(N) Newsreels:
-16:34:12 HA LS vehicles crossing bridge in city with many boats docked
Telenews along river , MCS many boats docked along river with bridge in
China
background, views of many rickshaws along streets, MCS woman
looking in fabric store, man walking on sidewalk past clothing
store with reflection of traffic in window, boy working in store
by pulling lever back and forth, CS woman looking into camera
lens, views of boys and mother holding baby eating from bowls
with chopsticks, views of children in streets, men unloading coffins?,
views of man fingering grains of rice next to another man counting
stacks of money, CS hands giving money in exchange for cigarette,
CS women getting money out of their purses next to man counting
money (late 1940s - early 1950s)
16:34:15 2) “Nationalists Flee China”
(N) Newsreels:
-16:36:17 - two boats on river, views of men with rifles getting off boat, MCS
Telenews
Chinese man drinking from bowl, men standing around in camp
China -1with many rifles laying on ground, men putting ammunition on pile,
PAN across camp with tents and soldiers wearing coats, soldiers
getting warm next to fire, views of soldiers along road carrying
umbrellas (late 1940s - early 1950s)
16:36:20 3) long line of Chinese male troops standing at attention, female troops (N) WWII: China sitting and laying on ground aiming rifles, female troops marching,
Chiang Kai-shek
quick views of tanks, troops marching, MCS soldier, soldier pointing,
(1944)
mass rally with some people holding flags, buildings on fire and
[partial soundnarration]
16:36:47

dead woman laying in rubble

16:36:51

men and woman sitting around table, CS Chinese man speaking
then MCS woman speaking [silent], soldiers into building, soldiers
sitting outside on steps with baby, CSs soldiers eating with chopsticks,
LS river
views of Chiang Kai-shek speaking with troops [silent]
auto past building with flags, soldiers marching along road, man with
cigarette at table speaking [silent], CS man wearing eye glasses adjusting
machine, man screwing in last of ten large light bulbs, men sitting at
outdoor table as seen through large round opening in brick wall, train
runby, soldiers on balcony raising their rifles in celebration with flags,
soldiers with flag on battlefield, ANIMATED map?, many people
in field raising their arms

16:37:20
16:37:26

-16:38:05

[also below
16:54:14-16:54:16]
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16:38:05

(N) WWII: China
American military man reading from piece of paper and speaking to

[silent]
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Chinese aviators next to airplane, American aviators, American aviator
getting into cockpit of airplane
15:38:35

pilot’s name and images of five Japanese flags representing enemy
airplanes shot down printed onto airplane just below pilot in cockpit

16:38:38

line of airplanes on ground ready for takeoff with propellers turning,
truck turned over on side of road, views of men in back of supply truck
along road past parts of damaged vehicles along side of road, Chinese
soldiers hammering long nails into piece of wood on ground,
Chinese people along road, views of Chinese workers digging into side
of hill, arm holding slate: “ B. Det 18 Sept 44 - 164 Sig Photo Co - Roll #7
“Lifeline” C’man Ackerman”, people walking on road next to trucks with
rain coming down

16:40:24

views of workers in steel factory, nurses putting bandages on wounded
men, explosion next to tree, guns being fired from under barricade,
airplane flying overhead, CS soldier firing machine gun upwards,
soldiers running across field with barbed wire, soldiers firing large
anti-aircraft gun from under camouflaged barrier with one soldier
picking up large shell

[with narration]

16:41:11
-16:41:25

Chiang Kai-Shek and wife coming down steps with group of
men, CS Chiang Kai-Shek nodding (1939)

[also on 1C06
06:49:30-06:49:51]

16:41:25

men handling coffins, views of Chinese men working in factory,
soldiers marching by buildings

16:41:39

MCS Chinese and U.S. flags flying next to each other, MCS
“China” on globe

[silent]

16:42:42

CSs American trained Chinese troops fighting with rifles and
machine guns amongst rubble in streets of Chang Pei, views of
captured Japanese prisoners, Chinese officers looking over captured
Japanese weapons and battle flags, Chinese women and children
returning to ruins of city, MLS crowd outside temple, CSs people
being finger printed and given money to last until next harvest, flag
of China flying above damaged building, views of Chinese soldiers
marching along road through ruins of city

[with narration]

-16:44:38

[also below
16:54:59-16:55:01]

1X53 -716:44:42 5) RUSHES of U.S. military man behind desk speaking and turning
globe to “China”
16:45:32
montage of SUPERIMPOSITIONS of Chinese footage line of soldiers

(N) China: United
China Relief
[partial sound narration]
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16:45:33
-16:45:35

boy sitting up with his eyes closed

16:45:35

F. D. Roosevelt, U.S. soldier reading to Chinese boy, Chinese
soldiers saluting

16:45:40

Chiang Kai-shek saluting

[also below
16:53:43-16:53:45]

16:45:42

Chinese soldier blowing bugle

[also below
16:53:41-16:53:43]

16:45:45

soldiers, many people walking in streets, boys eating with chopsticks,
children, old man, pagoda, children in classroom, man looking through
microscope, man looking through lens of surveying machine?, tank
runby with soldiers sitting on top
slates in front of U.S. military man speaking behind desk, globe
military band marching in parade with people on sidewalks watching,
side of building with Chinese? writing and drawings of airplanes,
views of explosions of fireworks in black sky, fire behind barricades?,
MLS ox-drawn plows across farm land with dark clouds in sky,
views of farmers working in fields, CS four Chinese men smiling and
looking at newspaper, CS newspaper with Chinese writing, days falling
off calendar to Aug 14 with fingers in front forming V for victory sign,
views of people waving Chinese flags, crowd waving, head of dragon
figure standing next to policemen holding back crowd with signs in
background: “Golden Wheel Restaurant” and “Chop Suey”, CS men
laughing, CS head of dragon moving, soldiers and jeep along muddy road,
street scene with many people and rickshaws, MCS U.S. military man,
views of many soldiers in formation, HA MLS many people crowded
into city street, U.S. and Chinese flags in foreground with many soldiers
in formation in distant background <some decomp at end>

16:26:25
16:46:56

-16:48:57

[also below
16:56:45-16:56:50]
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16:48:58
-16:49:46

(N) 1424-1-2
<original source:
views of men and women marching in street with banners, CSs
banners: “No Nation Has A Right To Rule Over Another Nation”

(N) India:
Demonstrations
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and “Bombay “F” Ward District Congress - Complete Independence
Is Our Immediate Object”
16:49:48
-16:49:55

Gandhi amongst many people in street

16:50:07 7) street scenes with people passively resisting and being beaten by
-16:51:12 police

(S) India: Revolt

(N) India: Riots
[sound]

2002-9-6
16:51:13 1) CSs parade with man blowing through long instrument and two
(N) China: Neg #4
people wearing masks on their heads, children in outdoor
(1945)
classroom, views of dragon figure in parade with people and
[partial soundpolicemen watching, people watching on balcony over sign: “Chop
narration]
Suey”, boys watching from inside store with Chinese writing on
glass, large crowd walking behind dragon, crowd watching people
on platform, CS men in crowd, man holding child, girl putting
piece of paper into slot in box, dog and debris on flooded bridge,
damaged buildings, children in classroom, CS girl in classroom
eating ball of rice?, views of people in crowd with dragon, people
walking over bridge, CS children, CS soldiers wearing helmets, views
of crowd
16:53:30
CS Madam Chiang Kai-shek smiling with other women behind her
16:53:35
line of workers pounding ground
16:53:41

Chinese soldier blowing bugle

[also above
16:45:42-16:45:45]

16:53:43
-16:53:45

Chiang Kai-shek saluting

[also above
16:45:40-16:45:42]

16:53:45

mother sitting on ground feeding baby with chopsticks, CS women,
CS child in crowd looking up, views of farmer behind ox-drawn
plow in field, views of temple and statues, men digging
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16:54:14

dead woman laying in rubble

16:54:16

dead man missing leg laying by logs, truck along road with sign:
“Junction Ledo Rd. - Burma Rd.”, farmers posing in field holding
grain cut by sickles, views of peasants transporting their belongings

[also above
16:36:47-16:36:51]
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in horse-drawn carts, people sitting at tables reading books, building
on fire, people pounding with hammers and soldiers looking on,
house and person with bicycle, troops marching in formation
16:54:59

pilot’s name and images of five Japanese flags representing enemy
airplanes shot down printed onto airplane just below pilot in cockpit

16:55:01

U.S. aviator speaking with Chinese aviator next to airplane, trucks and
jeeps along road, two farmers cutting grain with sickles, building on fire,
Chinese pilot in cockpit, people sitting at table reading in library, CS dead
babies laying on ground, PAN across dead bodies laying in street with
rubble, MCS injured man laying on ground in arms of woman, man
carrying woman on his back along street, legs of person carrying load
along muddy road, CS man, views of people walking by ruins with barbed
wire, views of many people sitting close together outdoors, CS children in
crowd being held by parents, HA LS long line of people walking along
rural road, CS people walking in line, aviators, views of water, Chinese
scientists in laboratory, HA ships at dock, CS soldiers looking at machine,
HA many people at rally, CS women at rally, two aviators by airplane

16:56:45

boy sitting up with his eyes closed

16:56:50

building on fire

16:56:55

people hauling up belongings on rope to high platform
(1944)

16:56:58

small boy crying, views of building in city on fire

16:57:06
16:57:10

CS Chiang Kai-shek
views of dead bodies in street, buildings on fire, line of aviators
marching, PAN across smoldering city, crowd next to barbed wire,
building on fire, crowd in city street, much smoke arising from city
on fire

-16:57:33

[also above
16:38:35-16:38:38]

[also above
16:45:33-16:45:35]

[also on 1X51
14:00:59-14:01:04]

1X53 -1016:57:34 2) soldiers running and getting into trench, soldiers with water
(N) War: Japan/China
hose trying to put out fire, MLS soldiers and tank across field, views
(1937) -3of people around ruins of damaged buildings, views of soldiers on
[partial soundground firing at airplanes flying overhead, LS building in city on fire,
narration]
dead bodies of soldiers laying in creek with rain coming down, views of
dead bodies in truck and laying on ground, men carrying person on
stretcher, wounded man walking with cane and another man crawling

-17:00:17
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along road, battleship with U.S. flags, views of soldiers next to
anti-aircraft guns with one soldier talking on field telephone and
another soldier looking through large binoculars, airplane flying
overhead, soldiers and rickshaws on street, soldiers in trucks along
rural road, CS truck with red cross on it’s side, soldiers running
and other soldiers sitting with pointed rifles behind openings in brick
barricades, people carrying belonging on their backs along road,
many people with belongings on their backs, views of people collecting
dead bodies amongst rubble, views of people carrying belongings
along streets, men carrying woman in chair, building on fire
<continued on 1X54>

